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NewTek strives to create robust and lasting solutions for its customers. Our 
products demonstrate this ideal, incorporating leading-edge features in integrated 
workflows which allow for automation and ease-of-use that enables a greater level 
and volume of production, at higher quality. Beyond our products, NewTek provides 
workflow solutions for many industry verticals, extending our products’ inherent 
capabilities to incorporate third-party features and integrate with existing and 
prospective studio infrastructures.  

NewTek Services provides the best means to get a production up and running. 
From actively participating in the technical design, and training operators, to creating 
automation and troubleshooting entire production workflows, NewTek is your go-to 
resource to make TriCaster™-based productions exceed your expectations. 

Services versus Product Support  

NewTek Customer Support works hard to assist whenever a NewTek product isn’t 
performing just right, or a question arises in your day-to-day productions. However, 
more complex productions can extend beyond this team’s ability to provide the 
answers you need, especially when issues extend beyond the TriCaster production 
paradigm. NewTek stands behind its customers 100% however, offering an 
industry-leading mix of support and services to meet your needs. The following 
support commitment stands as our guide to providing top-notch assistance: 

The Keystones of NewTek Support Services 

1) If there is a malfunction with one of our products, we will stand behind it and 
support it. Even if the product is out of warranty we will diagnose it for free and let 
you know what it will cost to repair; if you choose to not have it repaired we will send 
it back to you with advice of which components you might be able to source yourself. 

2) If you are using a NewTek product in a complex installation it is often necessary to 
work out whether the problem is with our product, another product, or the 
communication between them. We will always focus first on the possibility that the 
problem is ours and work to determine this, including loaning you a diagnostic 
machine in especially complex cases to allow us to rule the NewTek system in or out as 
the cause of the problem. 

3) If it appears the problem might be a failure of a secondary system or the way two 
systems are working together we will do our best to validate the operation of the 
NewTek product, and help identify and address the secondary system’s problem, which 
may include referring you to and assisting with that third party system vendor’s support. 

4) If your NewTek product is functioning properly and you require assistance 
developing, enhancing or troubleshooting a complex installation, or even learning how 
to get the most out of the feature set of our product, NewTek has video workflow 
specialists and trainers available who can address your needs at a reasonable rate. 
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Commissioning 

Commissioning your NewTek product will help ensure performance before you go 
live. Commissioning takes place after your installation is complete and involves both 
test planning and on-site evaluation. 

TriCaster  C01 

Our Field Support Group will travel to your facility to verify that your 
TriCaster(s) have been properly installed, configured, and connected. 
NewTek will check cabling, software versions, network configuration, and 
accessories. Pre-commissioning evaluation required. 

3Play™  C02 

Our Field Support Group will travel to your facility to verify that your 3Play 
product(s) have been properly installed, configured, connected and, where 
applicable, interoperate with your TriCaster. NewTek will check cabling, 
software versions and network configuration. Pre-commissioning evaluation 
required. 

Workflow  C03 

Our Field Support Group will analyze your workflow, propose proper 
commissioning tests, and travel to your facility to verify that your NewTek 
product(s) have proper connectivity and feeds to and from 3rd-party 
equipment. Pre-commissioning evaluation required. 

Project Coordination  C04 

NewTek will assume the lead role in planning pre-commissioning and 
commissioning activities amongst multiple workflow vendors in situations 
where a third-party system integrator is not available for this responsibility. 
Requires responsive commitment of on-site commissioning staff from each 
involved vendor. 

Consulting 

This service starts where basic product support leaves off; rest assured that any 
activity by the Workflow Team that properly should be classed as NewTek product 
support is listed as such as provided at no charge. 

Installation Oversight  C05 

Half-day (4 hours), on-site installation advice for NewTek products (hardware 
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and software). Pre-approval of installation projects required. 

Make Your Show™  C06 

NewTek will partner with clients to assist in technically creating their show. 
This will include technical consultation from concept to facility, equipment, 
integration, procurement, and testing, up through onsite assistance with the 
show’s dry run. Operator training specific to the show will be provided, and 
a set of instructions tailored to the specific show and equipment will be 
included. 

Programming  C07 

One-day (8 hours) remote assistance with product configuration and 
automation. Does not include initial product installation. Pre-approval of 
consulting projects required. 

Workflow Analysis  C08 

One-day (8 hours) remote and on-site assistance with product workflow, 
configuration, and integration. Does not include initial product installation. 
Pre-approval of consulting projects required. 

Solution Support Agreement (does not require Services Order Ticket)   

Remote and on-site assistance by NewTek's Workflow Team within two 
years, logged in 6-minute increments. This on-demand resource will perform 
workflow troubleshooting but can also assist with programming, workflow 
design, or operator training. Designed to provide seamless product and 
solution support, any NewTek product support provided by the Workflow 
Team is done as a no-charge courtesy for Solutions customers. Solution 
Support Agreements are available in a broad range of block sizes starting at 
five hours. 

ProTek™ 

NewTek's ProTek program provides the urgency and priority required by mission-
critical productions. While NewTek always strives to provide the best support 
possible, ProTek customers receive priority handling, priority and guaranteed repair 
turnaround, overnight shipping, and can opt for overnight product replacement. In 
situations where your projects require that NewTek support go above-and-beyond, 
the right first step is to be first in line via ProTek. 

ProTek greatly expands the standard product warranty including extended 
support hours. In addition, unlike the standard warranty, ProTek allows for 
annual renewals, for as long as the product is supported by NewTek. ProTek 
provides a centralized, NewTek-provided support plan. 
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Training 

At the beginning of the training the instructor will go over your production workflow 
to understand what you are trying to accomplish. After each section of training the 
instructor will relate how these features apply to your production. 

TriCaster  

T01. Introduction to TriCaster. Overview of the hardware hookup, A/V signal 
path. Exploring the Home Screen, Creating a session and working with 
existing sessions. Importing content for the production. Starting the Live 
Desktop. 

T02. The Live Desktop. Interface overview, Control Surface overview, 
Configuring inputs, configuring multiviewers, menu options, Hot punching, 
preview to program, using transitions. 

T03. Live switching and Media Players. Layering with DSK's, Title templates, 
Frame buffers, Control Surface usage, Delegation, Working with Media 
players, loading them, adjusting media, palyback options, presets. 

T04. Network Inputs. Network inputs sources, iVGA, apple airplay, Network 
Video, Output from other NewTek Products, NewTek Dev Network. 

T05. Audio, Outputs and recording. Audio mixer overview, How audio is 
mixed and routed. Auio inputs and output variables and configuration, using 
follow, comp/Lim and EQ, setting up outputs and configuring ISO Corder. 

T06. Publishing. Configuring social media, Setting up social media 
destinations, getting content to the queue, manual upload, auto upload, Still 
grabber. 

T07. Live Matte and M/E basic's. Configuring social media, Setting up social 
media destinations, getting content to the queue, manual upload, auto 
upload, Still grabber. 

T08. M/E advanced techniques. (TriCaster 8000 only) 8000 virtual sets, 
8000 M/E's, Tracker. 

T09. Macros and Midi. Recording macros, editing macros, setting shortcuts, 
using external midi devices to trigger macros, hotspots. 

T10. Graphics. Live Text overview for internal Live Text and external live text. 

T11. Engineering overview. Intended for TV station engineers, this session 
provides a run down of standard system inputs and outputs, signal path, 
and network requirements: Reference signals, Video Specification and 
Handling, Audio Specification and Routing, Data Networking and Media 
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Sharing, System Housekeeping, Power, and Environmental Considerations. 

T12. Transitions. Animation Store Creator Overview for creating all types of 
transitions and anim buffers. 

T13. Transitions and anim buffers. Advanced techniques in ASC. 

T14. Virtual Sets. Virtual Set editor basics. 

T15. Virtual Sets Advanced. VSE advanced set creation. 

T16. Non Linear Editing with SpeedEDIT. SpeedEDIT editing basics for 
TriCaster users. 

3Play  

T17. Introduction to 3PLAY. Overview of the hardware hookup, Router 
control, A/V signal path. Exploring the Home Screen, System Backup, 
Creating a session and working with existing sessions, setting up social 
media publishing. Importing content for the production. Starting the Live 
Desktop. 

T18. The Live Desktop. Interface overview, Control Surface overview, 
Configuring inputs and outputs, configuring multiviewers, menu options, 
Setting up Tags, Basic DSK source selection and basic usage, Undo. 

T19. Working with Events. What is an Event, Choose and angle to capture 
events from, Basic Mark it, Queue it, Play it workflow, How the event is 
viewed from the clip list, Playing the event, Play button, T-Bar, Applying Slow 
Motion, Switching angles during playback, Play out each angle from the 
start, Applying Tags. 

T20. Advanced Event Creation and Manipulation. Alternate ways of marking 
events, Delayed Playback, Book Marks, Defining the outputs – (A) VS (B), 
Using Dual Outputs, Sending out independent content, Setting up both 
outputs to send alternate angles of an event in sync, Linking the outputs, 
Sending out one output while setting up the other, Transitioning between 
Camera Angles, Defining the outputs – Preview (A) VS Program (B), The 
Take and Auto buttons, The Transition Area, Using the transitions in the Clip 
List, Transitioning to a clip in slow motion, Using external content in the clip 
List. 

T21. Clip List usage. Adding clips to the clip list, setting new edit points, 
setting transitions, setting playback speed, using music, using external clips, 
playout, render to clip list. 

T22. After the Game. Rendering things out, Clip List to Play List, Exporting 
Clips, transporting media, editing options. 
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T23. Using DSK's and Network Inputs. DSK Source selection, activation, 
positioning and scaling, network inputs, anim buffers, uses. 

T24. Macro Automation and Midi. The Macro interface, creating a macro, 
assigning a shortcut, running a macro, Editing a macro, using the launch 
pad. 

T25. Advanced Macro Automation. Advanced macro creation and editing, 
controlling TriCaster from 3Play, controlling Vizrt and other external systems, 
working with external storage, working with external media management 
systems. 

T26. Using Publishing to Social Media. Interface overview, adding clips to 
the Queue, Manual publishing, setting destinations, auto upload, publish 
locally, working with the image grabber, Publishing and Midi. 

T27. Transitions. Animation Store Creator Overview for creating all types of 
transitions and anim buffers. 

TW / Time Warp  

T28. Instant replay and slow motion. Usage of the external control surface 
(850 TW) to perform instant replay and slow motion with the TriCaster. 
Requiers Pro Line TriCaster running current build. 

TalkShow™  

T29. Integrating TalkShow live calls into your production. Usage of 
NewTek's Talk Show to bring in live Skype callers to a video production 
using the TriCaster’s network inputs. 

Other Recommended Tracks 

Sports Production. TriCaster operator training with a sports focus. 3 Play 
Operator training. Integration of 3Play and TriCaster. Macros for controlling 
3Play and TriCaster from either system or external controllers. Other more 
advanced topics can be added from the menu and any track can also be 
substitued or removed. This is a two and a half day course.  
 
Include TriCaster Tracks T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T7, T9 and T10. Include 3Play tracks T17, T18, 
T19, T20, T21 and T24. 

Travel 

Travel and Incidental Expenses   

The customer purchasing the service is responsible for travel costs and 
expenses for the provider who is travelling to your site. Airfare, car 
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rental, and/or hotel can be booked by the customer or NewTek can book 
the travel. We will always try to book reasonable rates. If NewTek books the 
airfare, car rental, and/or hotel, the dealer if applicable will be billed after the 
completion of the training, and the customer will in turn be billed for the 
same reimbursement. The dealer and thus the customer may also be billed 
for food up to USD$75 per day. 

Travel Days   

A travel day is defined by the service provider having to travel more than 
three hours in a day and that day is not a day that training occurred. 

Ordering 

Services should be ordered through NewTek’s standard order processes. 
However, an online services “ticket” must also be completed to indicate the 
requested services and provide the production details necessary to provide 
those services. This online form can be found here.  

 

http://new.tk/GetServices
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